
English is an official language (a language used 
by government) in 55 countries around the world, 
many of them former British or US colonies or 
territories. Surprisingly, English is not an official 
language in the UK, US, Australia or New Zealand, 
but is, of course, the main language spoken 
by most of the inhabitants. English is also an 
official language in organisations such as the 
United Nations, the European Union and the 
African Union.

Here are some countries where English is an official 
language and some more information about three 
of them:

Europe: Malta

Asia: India, Pakistan, the Philippines

The Caribbean: Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago

Africa: Nigeria, Kenya, Malawi, Zimbabwe, Zambia, 
Uganda, Cameroon

Malta: Malta is an island republic in the 
Mediterranean Sea and it is the smallest country 
in the EU in terms of both area and population, 
with fewer than half a million inhabitants. It is, 
however, the most densely-populated EU nation. 
Malta has two official languages, Maltese and 
English, due to the fact that until 1964 Malta was 
a British possession. Today, 88% of Maltese people 
can speak English and all education after primary 
school is in English. Maltese English is heavily 
influenced by Italian (which was also an official 
language until 1934), both in terms of vocabulary 
and pronunciation. Malta is famous for sun, sea 
and beaches, ancient architecture and as a filming 
location for many films and TV programmes 
including Gladiator, Pirates of the Caribbean and 
Game of Thrones.

India: India has the second highest population of 
any country in the world, with around 1.3 billion 
inhabitants, making it the planet’s most populous 
democracy. Its capital is New Delhi and other 
well-known cities include Mumbai, Bangalore and 
Kolkata. India doesn’t have one national language, 
but it has 22 different main languages. Hindi is 
the most widely spoken language and English is 
used mainly for business and education. India is an 
incredibly diverse country with a mix of different 
religions, cultures, landscapes and wildlife, as 
well as a history dating back thousands of years. 
It was part of the British Empire until 1947 when it 
became independent. India is known for its spicy 
food, colourful festivals like Diwali and Holi, and its 
love of cricket.

Jamaica: Another former British colony, Jamaica 
gained its independence in 1962. English is 
still Jamaica’s official language and it is also the 
language of business, government, education, 
religion and media. However, the most spoken 
language is Jamaican Patois [pætwɑː], a language 
that developed when the languages of West 
African slaves who were brought to the island 
mixed with the English of the slave owners. 
The new language also borrowed elements from 
Spanish, Hindi and Irish as well as from Taino, 
the language of the Jamaican indigenous people. 
Jamaican Patois is a spoken language only, and is 
probably best known from reggae, the music that 
originated in Jamaica. Famous Jamaicans include 
musicians Bob Marley and Shaggy, and the fastest 
man in the world, Usain Bolt.
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SoluTIonS
Photos: 1 India, 2 Malta (the capital city Valletta), 3 Jamaica; 
Task: A5, B7, C8, D10, E3, F13, G9, H2, I6, J4, K12, L11, M1



Can you match each 
country with its flag?
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Discussion

Can you guess which English-
speaking countries are shown in 
the photos? What do you know 
about them?

Which other countries have 
a good level of English?

A Malta
B India
C Pakistan
D The Philippines
E Jamaica
F Trinidad and Tobago
G Nigeria
H Kenya
I Malawi
J Zimbabwe
K Zambia
l Uganda
M Cameroon
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